
Free Flight Secretary's Report to AGM 2017

  Please accept my apologies for not being present: the reason is as before.

  Of the three kinds of competition that I am currently running, the Centralised events 
which take place at Old Warden and at the Nationals (and, hopefully the forthcoming 
event at  Buckminster) are the most successful. To remind members, the contests are: 
Frog Senior Duration and Biplane Precision at “Mayfly,” The Masefield and Earl 
Stahl at Scale Weekend (ie tomorrow, although this will be the third occasion upon 
which I shall have run the Masefield) and the Rubber Bowden at the September event.
At the Nationals we ran 36” Hi-Start Glider, 25” Vintage Rubber and Biplane 
Precision.   I expect these events to continue into 2018 with only slight alterations. At 
Buckminster in August I propose 36” Hi-Start Glider, Cloud Tramp Duration and “All
In Precision.” Members will note a certain degree of caution here, as crops may be 
high outside the field in August. I am in regular touch with Manny Williamson over 
arrangements regarding this facility.
  At the “Brumfly” which took place on North Luffenham I ran a Cloud Tramp 
duration comp, with the enthusiastic support of their CD, who has encouraged us to 
do the same next year. This fell shortly after the first running of the annual 
“Peterborough-Auckland Cloud Tramp Challenge” which, although not a SAM 35 
initiative, was organised by myself. As a result of this enthusiasm for Cloud Tramps, 
and the encouragement of Mike Parker, I have contacted the Vintage Model Company,
and we can expect a British-made CT kit in the near future.
  In choosing the afore-mentioned categories I am trying to provide the kind of events 
that flyers want, although I am constantly open to suggestions. (There is clearly an 
opening for some kind of power duration contest.)

   The success or otherwise of Postal Events is yet to be evaluated. The first, for 25” 
Vintage Rubber relied upon entries from Portugal to make up the numbers, while the 
second, “Lulu and Friends” is yet to take place. My personal attitude to postals is 
ambivalent: they rely on trust, but I had hoped to involve people who would or could 
not attend other events. If I withdraw these contests, they could be incorporated in 
Centralised or “Area Centralised” comps, but no decision has yet  been taken.

  Then we come to the new innovation for 2017, the “Area Postals.” This idea was 
developed along with members of the FFTC but suffered partly due to the lack of 
clear information about the BMFA Area events and venues. I have been pushing for a 
list of Area Venues, and I understand that this is forthcoming. I have also been invited,
indeed strongly encouraged, to attend  some FFTC meetings, and shall do so with the 
particular intention of gaining clearer publicity of their area calendar with “our” area 
postals incorporated into it.  (This had been omitted from their website and BMFA 
News until recently, causing some confusion.) They have also asked for someone to 
represent the “average” or “sports competition” flyer at their meetings. Needless to 
say, I shall tread carefully and take care not to exceed my brief. I do believe, however,
that the issue of personal safety, especially of flyers searching the fields for lost 
models until late into the evening, must be addressed.
  The situation with these Area Postals at present is that the “March Wynde” went 
ahead as planned and despite the weather was a worthy contest; the  “Summerglide” 
for vintage and classic gliders is suffering from under-publicity (hence my concern re.
calendars) but I intend to push the “Autumn Trophy” for P30 very hard.




